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1. INTRODUCTION
[CTFT] Jacob Lurie, On the Classification of Topological Field Theories (Draft), May
1, 2009, lllpages,
[GMTW] math/0605249 The homotopy type of the cobordism category. Soren Galatius,
Ib Madsen, Ulrike Tillmann, Michael Weiss
In [CTFT], a part of the proof [GMTW] of the Mumford Conjecture $(=$ the Madsen-
Weiss Theorem) for a closed oriented manifold $\Sigma_{g}$ of dimension $n=2$ :
1670 2009 140-155 140
In this paper, I shall present a short introduction to some higher categorical aspect
of the cobordism hypothesis presented in [CTFT], in an OHP presentation style. I claim
no originality here, but I intended to convey the readers with at least a rough outline
of [CTFT]. Of course, I am entirely responsible for any possible mistakes and confusions
here. Also, I hope to come back with a sequel with more details.
Fortunately, Lurie’s own lecture series on this subject is available as video files on the
web:
http: $//lab54$ .ma.utexas.$edu:8080/video/lurie$ .html
So, just google “Jacob Lurie video” to locate this web site!
2. WHAT Is THE COBORDISM HYPOTHESIS?
A very general form of the cobordism hypothesis is the following:








4. WHAT IS A $($ SYMMETRIC MONOIDAL $)$ FUNCTOR BETWEEN $($ SYMMETRIC MONOIDAL $)$
$(\infty,$ $n)$ -CATEGORI ES ?
5. WHAT IS THE $(\infty,$ $n)$ -CATEGORY $Bord_{n}^{(X,\zeta)}$ ?







6. NVHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR A SYMMETR[C $1\backslash 1ONOIDAL(\infty,$ $7l)$ -CATEGORY TO HAVE
D UA LS ?
154
7. How CAN WE DEDUCE $Bord_{n}^{C_{I}}|\simeq(QS^{0})_{hG}$ ?
155
